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Introduction 

 

Dedication 

    To those I owe everything after Allah, my father and mother, with all 

my love and appreciation. 

 

    Thanks to Allah we could achieve our second edition of our modest 

work hoping it will benefit you and guide you to master the grammatical 

rules. 

 

   We just ask you to pray for all the people who have shared in 

producing this work like this. 

 

    This work has been successfully achieved only with the support of 

Allah, then comes our modest effort. 

So 

    When you do anything, you should do your best first and ask for the 

support of Allah. 

 

 

 

Mr Hatem M. Kamal 
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Present tenses 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- My uncle usually is concerned about the future of his children. 
2- Organic farming don't use chemicals or fertilizers. 
3- Does Ehab usually late for school? 
4- This is ages since I last attended weddings. 
5- Have you tested the medicine already? 
6- Have you been starting to build this house for ages? 
7- Was it ages since Sara had this smart car? 
8- Was yesterday the last time you have had your homework done? 
9- Your face looks familiar. Haven't I seen you everywhere before?  
10- I have been learning English since 2 years. 
11- Have you just your clothes ironed for free? 
12- Is it long since you have had this car? 
13- Working hard led to success so you should try your hardest. 
14- No one has never done such a bad thing and left without punishment. 
15- Ahmed has been reading this story 3 �mes since last week. 
16- Salah usually is late for school. 
17- How long do you visit your uncle?            - Frequently. 
 
2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Which model …….…. 250 kilometers per hour?  
   a) does go                        b) goes                       c) has gone                     d) going 
2- Scientists are still ….……. to find out what happens when we sleep. 
   a) try                                 b) trying                    c) have been trying         d) tried 
3- Scientists ……….. to find more sources of renewable energy. 
   a) are wanted                b) am wanted           c) has wanted                  d) want 
4- My uncle ……….. to Germany lately. 
   a) is                                  b) will be                    c) has been                     d) is being 
5- You look pale. ……….. to you? 
   a) Has anything happened      b) Will anything happen    c) had anything happened   d) Was anything happening 
6- It ……….. very cold lately, but it's just beginning to get warmer. 
   a) was                              b) has been               c) is                                   d) had been 
7- I haven't seen Mr. John ……….. . 
   a) long time                   b) recently                  c) sometimes                   d) lately 
8- He ……….. the piano since he was eight.  
   a) plays                           b) is playing                c) has played                   d) had played 
9- We ……….. our old friends for a year. They are too busy. 
   a) hadn't met                b) didn't meet            c) haven't met                d) haven't been met 
10- We haven't seen him ……….. over a year. 
   a) since                          b) for                             c) from                            d) in 
11- ……….. been to Aswan ?  
   a) Had you ever           b) Have you ever         c) Have you never         d) You have never 
12- A long time has passed ……….. I saw him. 
   a) as long as                  b) because                   c) since                            d) until 
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13- It ……….. for the past three hours.  
   a) has rained                 b) had rained              c) was raining                 d) has been raining 
14- They ……….. what to do for the holidays yet. 
   a) hadn't decided        b) haven't decided     c) don't decide                d) won't decide 
15- This drug …………………………….. yet. 
   a) has used                      b) has been used                     c) has never been used            d) hasn't been used 
16- Ali …………. as a doctor. 
   a) works                             b) working                            c) is working                            d) has been working  
17- I ……………. anything this morning. It's 3 p.m now.  
   a) didn't eat           b) haven't eaten                 c) haven't been eating          d) don't eat 
18- Osama …………… his pen friends for 3 years now. 
   a) has known         b) has been knowing         c) has been known                d) is knowing 
19- I ……………….. anything this morning. 
   a) didn't eat           b) haven't eaten               c) haven't been eating           d) don't eat 
20- I …………. many questions at present. 
   a) ask                        b) am asking                    c) am being asked                    d) have asked 
21- I have not met my cousin ……………. the last visit. 
   a) for                          b) since                           c) just                                         d) lately 
22- I'm a student in the third secondary grade. I ……….. English for eight years. 
   a) learn                            b) learnt                 c) am learning               d) have been learning 
23- Ali and his brother ……….. the desert land and farming it for about eight years now. 
   a) had been reclaiming    b) would be reclaiming      c) are reclaiming       d) have been reclaiming 
24- She ……….. hard for about eight hours now.  
   a) has been working     b) is working         c) works                          d) will work 
25- ……… I started my job, I have met important people from all over the world.  
   a) For                             b) Since                         c) Until                               d) When 
26- She has been to America. This means that she ……….. there. 
   a) is still                         b) is no longer             c) will be                           d) won't be 

 
3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :-  
1- He is a careful driver.                               (drives) 
2- It's five years since I had a holiday.          (for) 

==================================================== 

Past tenses 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- It hadn't until Ramy had bought a car that he got a licence. 
2- Salah was awake when his father had come. 
3- Ali left the house angrily that he wasn't given pocket money. 
4- When I went home, I discovered that my flat had been stolen. 
5- When a hunting trip, my friend was badly hurt. 
6- Salah lived in a narrow road during his childhood. 
7- While my run home, I stopped to buy the paper. 
8- My uncle always phones us when he travelled to Rome. 
9- When I heard from my brother abroad, I felt happily. 
10- As driving home, I ran out of petrol. 
11- Ahmed couldn't hear the bell because his brother had cried.  
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2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- As soon as I ………….. the goods ordered, I paid for them. 
   a) sent                              b) was sent             c) had sent                   d) was sending 
2- When Nermeen went back to school, she found she ……….. the wrong composition, the day before.  
   a) wrote                          b) had written           c) has written                 d) had been written 
3- She ……….. a magazine when somebody knocked at the door. 
   a) read                             b) reads                      c) was reading                d) had read 
4- As soon as the teacher ……….. the lesson, the students started to ask their questions.  
   a) finishes                       b) have finished        c) had finished               d) will finish 
5- Why …………….. away last week-end?  
   a) didn't you go             b) won't you go        c) are you going              d) haven't you gone 
6- I said "Hello" to my uncle, but he couldn't hear me because he ……….. to the radio.  
   a) has listened               b) was listening         c) is listening                   d) would listen 
7- After they ……… the match, the players jumped with joy.  
   a) would win                 b) win                           c) winning                       d) had won 
8- By the time I arrived at school, the bell …………. . 
   a) rang                           b) rings                          c) would ring                  d) had already rung 
9- After he ……….. some good news, he left home. 
   a) had received            b) has received           c) is received                   d) receives 
10- While I was walking to school, my friend …………. his bike. 
   a) rides                               b) rode                                  c) was riding                            d) riding 
11- Before Adel se�led down, He .................. abroad for 3 years. 
   a) had travelled               b) had been travelled     c) travelled                                     d) had been travelling  
12- When I travelled abroad, I ........ a letter to my dad every week. 
   a) send                               b) sent                             c) had sent                                    d) was sending 
13- When I was young, I always ………… in the club. 
   a) play                      b) was playing                     c) played                                         d) had played 
14- Doaa bought a car …………. a month ago. 
   a) for                       b) since                                 c) just                                       d) already 
15- I ……….. to spend the summer holiday in Alex when my sister suddenly fell ill. 
   a) had been planning   b) had planned     c) have planned              d) have been planning 
16- Ali ……….. for work for over a year before he finally got a job. 
   a) has been looking     b) had looked        c) had been looking         d) has looked 
17- Mona was tired yesterday because she ……….. for the test all day. 
   a) had revised               b) has revised       c) has been revising         d) had been revising   
18- While I was reading the newspaper, the telephone ……….. . 
   a) has rung                    b) is ringing                  c) rings                              d) rang 
19- While I was doing the shopping, I ……… one of my friends. 
   a) was meeting             b) met                          c) have met                     d) had met 
20- They couldn't go swimming because they …….. their swimsuits. 
   a) forget                        b) have forgotten      c) had forgotten              d) will forget 
21- Hany couldn't answer the phone because ……….. a shower. 
   a) had                            b) was having             c) had                                 d) had had 
22- I ……….. a book when somebody knocked on the door. 
   a) read                           b) has read                  c) am reading                   d) was reading 
 

======================================================= 
Future forms 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- I'm tired, I'm having some rest to be able to complete again. 
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2- Samir is practising hard. I think he is going to be contained in the team list. 
3- Be careful, a car is hitting you. 
4- Which politics are you going to use to face such difficult conditions? 
5- It's probably Ehab will search for another job. 
6- By my 50th birthday, I will be in my current profession for over 20 years. 
7- By 2020, eco-friendly cars run on water and sunshine. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- By the �me I'm 50, I ................. all my goals. 
   a) will reach                      b) had reached                c) will have reached                    d) will have been reached 
2- This is true, Ali ............ a car for his son next year. 
   a) will buy                b) is buying                         c) is going to buy                             d) buys 
3- It is really dark. I think it  ………………. . 
   a) will rain                b) is raining                        c) is going to rain                            d) rains  
4- In the future, most of our work …………….… by machines.  
   a) will be doing           b) has been done       c) will be                                   d) will be done 

===================================================== 
Comparisons 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- This tree is 30 metres height. 
2- Of all my family, my father is the one I love the most. 
3- My friend Saad is the eldest of two brothers. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 

1- What height is this tree?      - It's 40 metres ………… . 
   a) tall                               b) high                         c) long                            d) big 
2- Who is …………. you or your brother? 
   a) old                         b) older                           c) elder                                       d) eldest 
3- Atef is ............. weight as Emad. 
   a) as       b) like         c) such      d) the same 
    

================================================= 
Necessity 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- Ali mustn't buy bread but he did. 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 

1- You ………………. come yourself. It's something simple. 
   a) shouldn't                     b) needn't                 c) mustn't                      d) don't need 
2- You ……….. oppose me again. 
   a) must                             b) mustn't                  c) needn't                      d) don't have to 
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3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :- 

1- Sara was wrong when she didn't follow her husband's advice.                                     (supposed) 
 

=================================================== 
The definite article & Indefinite articles 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- If I were you , I'd go to the pla�orm 5. 
2- Ali left the home after having breakfast. 
3- The animals breathe out carbon dioxide. 
4- Where are you going in Summer holiday? 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- …….. life is full of both good and evil. 
   a) A                                   b) An                           c) The                            d) no article  
2- My father bought me …….. computer as I asked him. 
   a) a                                   b) the                          c) an                               d) no article 
3- Most people are terrified of ……… snakes. 
   a) an                                 b) a                              c) the                             d) no article 
4- How much water can you drink at ……. time. 
   a) a                                    b) an                                       c) the                                        d) no article 
5- Salwa works in ……. clothes shop. 
   a) a                         b) an                                       c) some                                      d) no article 

=================================================== 

If 
1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- Were you absent yesterday, you'd have missed that important meeting. 
2- if you tell me, your new suit suits you so much. 
3- Would you believe I was mistaken if I did this? 
4- If you ask me, I will say globalization is a mixed-blessing. 
5- If she had more information about Hany's situation, she helped him. 
6- If you put a long bar of steel in water, will it sink? 
7- He asked me if he had seen his newspaper. 
8- If he run fast, he will catch the train. 
9- Should Hend has time, She'd visit you. 
10- I don't know the truth. If I know it, I'd tell you. 
11- You can sell this car on credit if you don't have all the money. 
12- If you experienced, you would have the right to get this job. 
13- Water will turn into ice if it is frozen. 
14- unless you, I wouldn't have been able to solve this problem on my own. 
15- If that was a constructive criticism, I'd accept it. but sadly it wasn't. 
16- If you had frozen water last night, we would have had ice now. 
17- Be careful or you will fall the glasses and be punished. 
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18- If you heated this water, It would have been suitable for drinking.  
19- If the film hadn't been funny, I wouldn't laugh. 
20- If you are done a favour, you should thank its done. 
21- If you want to answer, rise your hand. 
22- If Ali had slept early, he wouldn't have felt tired now. 
23- Had Ali tired, He would have some rest. 
24- If there were a doctor on the train, could he come? 
25- Were you absent yesterday, you would have missed this important class. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- If I had gone to the party, I …………… tired now. 
   a) will be                         b) would be               c) would have been    d) can be 
2- If you ………… time, would you like to join us? 
   a) have                             b) had                          c) will have                   d) had had 
3- …………… Sami found a project of his own, he would have the right to join us. 
   a) If                                   b) Were                      c) Should                        d) Had 
4- If you have money, ……………….. you lend me some? 
   a) could                           b) should                                    c) might                                     d) may 
5- ............... Ali found a company, I'd share him. 
   a) If                                    b) Should                           c) Had                                             d) Were 
6- it ……….. very painful if he put his hand into  too  hot water. 
   a) will be                  b) would have been          c) had been                                      d) would be 
7- I always ……… a severe headache if I spend much time on the computer. 
   a) will get                b) got                                    c) am getting                                d) get 
8- You should come early ………… you won't enter. 
   a) if                            b) unless                          c) or                                            d) without 
9- If he hadn't driven so fast, he ……….. that accident. 
   a) wouldn't have       b) wouldn't have had   c) didn't have                 d) hadn't had 
10- Would Ahmed be angry if I ………. his bicycle without asking ? 
   a) take                         b) will take                     c) took                             d) had taken 
11- He will catch the train ……….. coming in time. 
   a) if                              b) in case of                    c) unless                         d) in spite of 
12- He won't do any work ……….. you pay him first.  
   a) without                  b) unless                          c) so                                d) in order to 
13- I would put on protective glasses if I ……….. you. 
   a) were                       b) will be                         c) has been                    d) am 
14- Had it rained so heavily, we ……….. floods. 
   a) would have           b) would have had         c) may have                  d) wouldn't have had 
15- Pilots won't be able to fly a plane unless they …………….. . 
   a) will train                b) had trained                 c) are trained               d) were trained 
16- Unless I'd had protective glasses, I ……….. the eclipse.  
   a) could not watch   b) would not watch       c) would have been watched    d) wouldn't have watched 
17- If he had remembered to set the alarm clock, Hany …… woken up late. 
   a) would have             b) wouldn't have          c) have been                  d) would be 
18- The Red Sea resorts will be popular ……….. they remain unpolluted. 
   a) if not                        b) provided that           c) so as                            d) unless 
19- If you put water in the freezer, it ……….. to ice.  
   a) turned                     b) turns                          c) would turn                  d) would have turned 
20- ……….. he understand the story if he read the summary? 
   a) Will                          b) Did                              c) Would                         d) Can 
21- ……….. very happy if you achieved your goals?  
   a) You would be          b) Would you be          c) You will be                 d) Would you have been         
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22- ……….. him today, she would know what happened.  
   a) If she meets             b) Had she met            c) Will she meet            d) Were she to meet 
23- The sea will be polluted ……….. we stop dumping oil and rubbish into it. 
a) as long as                 b) if                                 c) so that                        d) unless 
24- I wouldn't have reached this stage unless she ……. me.  
   a) helped                      b) had helped               c) was helping               d) would help 
25- ……….… he arrived early yesterday, he could have attended the conference. 
   a) Hadn't                      b) Had                            c) Unless                         d) If 
 
3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :-  

1- He helped me. That is why, I passed the exam.                                                   (Without)                                  
2- We didn't have the same view point, so we didn't reach an agreement.           (Had)                           
3- Ehab had to take a taxi as he missed the bus.                                                            (If) 
4- Metal expands by heat.                                                                                                  (If) 
5- I speak Arabic and Bill speaks French so we can't understand each other.          (If) 
 

Wish 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- I wish my boss had been a bit kinder.  
2- I wish my flat had been wider. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- I wish I ......... some breakfast this morning. 
   a) had                                b) had had                           c) could have                            d) have had 
2- That costs me too much money. I wish I ............. it. 
   a) hadn't started               b) didn't start                c) couldn't start                             d) wasn't started 
3- I'm sorry for losing my wallet. If only I ……….. more careful. 
   a) were                  b) had been                          c) will be                                   d) could be 
4- Ali wishes he …………. A famous singer soon. 
   a) were                  b) will be                               c) would be                              d) can be 
5- I wish I ………………. My cousin, but I had to. 
   a) wouldn't marry     b) didn't marry               c) hadn't married                    d) couldn't marry 
6- I wish I …….. my time last weekend.  
   a) didn't waste               b) hadn't wasted   c) wasted                      d) had wasted 
7- What I said yesterday upset my close friend; I wish I ………... so. 
   a) hadn't said                 b) haven't said       c) didn't say                 d) wouldn't say 
8- I wish she …….. the test successfully last year.  
   a) would pass                 b) could pass         c) had passed                d) passes 
9- Salwa is penniless. She wishes she …….. spent all her money yesterday. 
   a) hasn't                          b) hadn't                c) didn't                          d) doesn't 
3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :-  

1- I wish I didn't make this wrong choice.                            (regret) 
2- Amira was sorry that she missed the exam.                   (wishes)  

 

================================================ 
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Conjunctions  

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- Sara was in a hurry, for this cause she had to wave for a taxi. 
2- The king's healthy is bad so we have to do something urgent. 
3- After you finish answering the exam, revised it well. 
4- Didn't sleep until you have done the homework. 
5- Sara left for school after she has her breakfast tomorrow. 
6- I won't return until I have found my missed bag. 
7- When I went home, my uncle left so I didn't meet him. 
8- This wasn't until I had had breakfast that I went to school. 
9- Nothing had done until Ahmed came. 
10- Having washed , the car looked new. 
11- Emad drives carefully so that he doesn't want to make an accident. 
12- Sameh has such much money that he can buy anything he likes. 
13- My friend got lost in Alex for it was his first time to go there. 
14- Despite grandfather is 72, he is s�ll working. 
15- Despite we ran fast, we missed the train. 
16- She phoned me, but she wanted to know where we can meet. 
17- Despite swimming is useful, I don't practice it. 
18- However high marks Sameh got, he didn't join the university. 
19- Despite they were reckless, they made a terrible accident.   
20- You must buy the tickets , however, we won't be able to see that play. 
21- However you say, I don't think you tell the truth. 
22- I bought you bread although not much. 
23- High educated as Omar is, He can't get a good job. 
24- Despite doing nothing hard, Salah went straightly to bed last night. 
25- The road was built despite a strong objecting from all people. 
26- However well Rami is at English, he doesn't answer all the questions. 
27- Ahmed not only helped his relatives but he also found their jobs. 
28- You play tennis well and I do so. 
29- Ali has nothing to do today and so do I. 
30- Fawzia lost her bag because her carelessness. 
31- Thought of the spider, Ayman decided to get information about it. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- I won't sell my old car until I ……………… a new one. 
   a) have bought               b) had bought       c) bought                      d) will buy 
2- After I ………. the lion, I was frightened. 
   a) saw                               b) had seen            c) was seeing               d) was seen 
3- ............... here till your brother returns. 
   a) Wait                         b) Didn't wait                   c) Will wait                                         d) Had wait 
4- No sooner …………… the noise than we rushed to the spot. 
   a) had we heard    b) did we hear                    c) we had heard                           d) we did hear 
5- It is my mother's birthday, ……… I want to buy her a present. 
   a) because                   b) although                 c) despite                                  d) so 
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6- Ali is unhappy ............... the much money he had. 
   a) but                                   b) however                     c) although                                   d) despite 
7- ………………. Interesting the film was, I didn't complete it. 
   a) Despite                 b) Although                    c) However                               d) As   
8- Hany Hussien is a new star. He has a beautiful singing voice ……….. a talent for dancing and acting.  
   a) as long as                   b) as well as             c) soon                                     d) so that 
9- ……….. you are too young, you can't vote.  
   a) So                                b) However              c) Unless                                  d) As 
10- We had to change the plans …….… problems we hadn't expected. 
   a) owing to                    b) because                c) although                              d) so as to 
11- We enjoyed the football match ……….. the dust storm.  
   a) in spite                      b) in case                   c) despite                                 d) because 
12- I felt ill. That's ……….. I went to bed.  
   a) because                    b) why                        c) consequently                       d) so 
13- ……….. the bad weather, the match was played.  
   a) Although                  b) Despite                  c) However                               d) Because 
14- I repeated the lesson ….... be sure that the students understood. 
   a) so as to                    b) as to                        c) therefore                              d) so that 
15- ……….. it was raining, he went out.  
   a) However                  b) Although                c) If                                            d) Because 
16- I tried to phone my friend , ……….. there was no answer. 
   a) although                  b) despite                   c) but                                          d) because 
17- …….…. his old age, my uncle is very energetic.  
   a) Although                 b) Despite                   c) Because of                            d) In spite of 
18- ……. running your own business is hard work, it's also enjoyable. 
   a) Despite                    b) Because                 c) However                                d) Although 
19- I felt extremely tired today …..…. I went to bed early last night. 
   a) because                   b) however                 c) although                                d) so 
20- ……….. the man was very sick, he didn't see the doctor.  
   a) As                                  b) So                        c) Unless                               d) Although 
21- He arrived early ……….. get a good seat.  
   a) in order to                   b) so                         c) because                            d) although 
22- The old man is not happy ……….. his big fortune.  
   a) although                      b) but                       c) however                           d) despite 
23- ……….. you are an amateur, you can't take part in the Olympic Games. 
   a) Unless                          b) Because              c) So                                       d) As 
24- The food smelt wonderful, ……….. she didn't even try it.  
   a) despite                        b) however              c) so                                       d) because 
25- Once Ola's children left home, she had some free time. ……….. when the grandchildren arrived, there was 
more work to do.  
   a) However                     b) Although             c) So                                        d) Despite 
26- ……….. his disability, he reached his goal in life.  
   a) Despite                       b) Due to                  c) Even if                                d) Even though 
27- The children couldn't play indoors anymore, ……… they went to club instead.  
   a) because                      b) for                         c) so                                        d) although 
28- Plants can grow without soil ……….. they get food from water. 
   a) as much as              b) as far as                     c) as long as                   d) as many as 
29- While I ……..… home, I saw some of my friends.  
   a) am walking                b) was walking            c) had walked                d) walk 
30- …..……  seeing the road accident, the motorists drove more carefully. 
   a) On                               b) Without                   c) Despite                      d) Over 
31- By the time he reached the bus stop, the bus …………… .  
   a) leave                          b) leaves                      c) will leave                      d) had left 
32- When he returned home, he found that his mobile phone ………….. . 
   a) had disappeared     b) has disappeared    c) has been disappeared    d) had been disappeared 
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33- Before ……….. for London, he had paid off his debts.  
   a) leaving                      b) left                           c) had left                          d) leave 
34- .......... arriving at school late, Shady was punished. 
   a) Being     b) Because of     c) Because       d) Due 
35- Mohamed reads alot ............. he wants to increase his knowledge. 
   a) because      b) so as to     c) so that       d) lest 

 
3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :- 

1- Ehab lost his bag as he was careless.                                                             (due to) 
2- Helmy hurried to catch the bus.                                                                     (so that) 
3- Mohammed was angry as he didn't get the full mark in English.         (as a result of) 
4- Samir broke down as his father died suddenly.                                            (due to) 
5- Esraa slept on returning home.                                                                        (didn't) 
 

================================================= 
 

Verbs + (to+inf) / (ing form) 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- Amir hopes winning a prize for his latest short stories collection. 
2- My sister always enjoys to read adventure stories. 
3- Ahmed regretted losing his work. 
4- Hazem heard Salama sung in the bathroom. 
5- Ali decided travelling abroad after graduation. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1-  I prefer staying at home to ………… my mother. 
   a) help                              b) having helped       c) helping                     d) being helped 
2- I will never forget …………. America with my colleagues. 
   a) visit                    b) to visit                               c) visiting                                  d) to visiting 
3- They suggested ……. for a picnic in the park.  
   a) to go                            b) goes                  c) has gone                          d) going 
4- On my way to the station, I stopped ……. about Fatma.  
   a) asking                         b) ask                     c) to ask                             d) asked 
5- For centuries, the wind has been used ………. ships.  
   a) to sailing                    b) sailed                 c) sailing                            d) to sail 
6- Plants use energy from the sun ……. their food.  
   a) made                          b) making              c) to make                         d) has made 
7- She stopped ……. and put down her pen. 
   a) write                           b) to write            c) written                           d) writing 
8- My uncle doesn't enjoy …… in big cities.  
   a) drive                           b) to drive             c) driven                             d) driving 
9- In 1954, the government decided ……..…. The High Dam.  
   a) built                            b) building            c) to build                            d) had built 
10- She promised ………. me as soon as the plane lands.  
   a) to phone                    b) phoned             c) would phone                  d) phoning 
11- We expect …..…. the English test this year. 
   a) pass                             b) to passing        c) passing                             d) to pass 
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3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :-  
- Wael objected to working extra hours.                      (to work) 
 

=================================================== 
 

Used to 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- Ahmed used to go for a swim with his neighbours but now he stops. 
2- Ali doesn't play football now but he used. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- When I was young, we ……….. live in a small village.  
   a) were used to            b) get used to              c) used to                        d) are used to 
2- Ali ……… travelling by sea.  
   a) used to                       b) using to                   c) is used to                    d) uses to 
3- Where ……… your sister use to live?  
   a) did                              b) does                         c) do                                  d) has done 
4- They ………… to spend the feast with us every year until we moved. 
   a) use                             b) are used                   c) have used                     d) used 
 

3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :-  

1- When he was young, he used to go to the cinema.                  (always) 

=================================================== 
Active-passive 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- Peace knows to be constructive. 
2- He sends to prison for his crime. 
3- The thief was killed while arresting. 
4- The man stolen was asked to acquaint some suspects. 
5- Sayed is thought to be said the truth at present. 
6- These people have rewarded for rescuing a celebrity's son from a certain death. 
7- Saad is thought to be le� school 2 years ago. 
8- Salim was thought to have been died in mysterious conditions. 
9- The internet is wide used everywhere. 
10- While I was watering the flowers the food was cooking. 
11- Are the homework being done now? 
12- I want to have bought some historical novels by my friends. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- I'm afraid you can't come in at the moment. We ………. the shop decorated. 
   a) have had                    b) will have                c) are having                   d) had had 
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2- I didn't do the homework myself, I ……….. it done. 
   a) had                              b) had had                               c) have had                                  d) was having 
3- Ahmed used to ........... his house painted every year. 
   a) have                              b) do                                c) make                                            d) take 
4- Ali is greatly ............ about this subject. 
   a) know                         b) knowing                           c) known                                         d) knowledgeable 
5- Salim has ............. his car repaired. 
   a) got                            b) taken                               c) made                                              d) done  
6- Sami is angry due to ............. fun of. 
   a) making                    b) being made                    c) having made                                  d) being making 
7- I was advised ……….. by a doctor, but it was not possible. 
   a) seeing                b) to be seen                        c) to see                                     d) being seen 
8- I think one day every new book ……….. as an e-book.  
   a) will publish            b) is published              c) will be published                 d) is publishing 
9- Toshka project ……….. out to achieve progress. 
   a) is carrying                  b) is being carried      c) will carry                   d) would carry 
10- The wheel ……….. by the people of Sumeria. 
   a) was being invented      b) was invented         c) invented            d) will invent 
11- Last week, it ……….. that the exam will be postponed until next month. 
   a) was agreed                b) agreed                     c) had agreed              d) agreeing 
12- Your sister is ……….. do her work now. 
   a) should                        b) has to                       c) supposed to            d) ought to 
13- These old houses need ……….. first. 
   a) demolish                    b) to demolish            c) have demolished    d) to be demolished 
14- Most of our shopping ……….…. done on the internet in the coming few years. 
   a) will                              b) will have                 c) shouldn't be             d) will be 
15- Yesterday, a sports festival …………. . 
   a) held                            b) were held               c) was held                   d) is being held 
16- The Siwa Oasis ……….. in the Western Desert.  
   a) situates                      b) situated                  c) are situated             d) is situated 
17- Since the computer was used in schools, remarkable progress in education …………...… .  
   a) has made                   b) has been made     c) had made                 d) had been made 
18- In the future solar heating ……..… in homes and industry.  
   a) is used                        b) will be used           c) are used                    d) would be used 
19- In the future, most of our work ……..… by machines.  
   a) will be doing             b) has been done       c) will be                       d) will be done 
20- ……….. to be successful in her work.  
   a) It is said                     b) It says                       c) She says                   d) She is said 
21- Look! The trees in the garden …………. . 
   a) is watered                b) is being watered     c) has been watered    d) are being watered 
22- All the efforts ……….. to increase our products.  
   a) would be making    b) will have made        c) will make                   d) will be made 
23- Naguib Mahfouz's books ……… into many languages. 
   a) have translated       b) were translating     c) had translated           d) have been translated 
24- Fahd is highly ............ . 
   a) qualify      b) qualified      c) qualifying      d) qualification 
 

3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :-  

1- We will pick cotton next month.                                                (be) 
2- When did you do this?                                                               (done) 
3- I thought someone was watching us.                                     (being) 
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4- The police caught the thief committing the crime.                (got) 
5- Does Omar listen to your advice?                                                (Is) 
6- Sara is doing me a great favour.                                                   ( I ) 
7- A mechanic repaired the puncture in my tyre.                        (had) 

===================================================== 
Relative clauses 

 
1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- I usually visit my old teachers who makes them delighted. 
2- I know a man whose red hair and white beard. 
3- Drivers driving fast should be find to stop them doing that. 
4- I believe all that you have said. 
5- The foreigners, who stay ended, must leave our country. 
6- The university which my uncle works is in Cairo.  
7- That's the boy which dog bit me last Friday. 
8- I went to the village where I was born in. 
9- The woman couldn't recognize the group of men who's grabbed her handbag. 
10- The worries about which Ali suffers are groundless. 
11- The thing which made me pleased was that my plan to win the competition was a success. 
12- On who do you think we will depend in such matters? 
13- I prefer cars which made in Japan. 
14- The man who accused of robbing the bank has turned out to be innocent. 
15- I know the boy ridden the bike fast over there. 
16- The day in which I was born is usually celebrated outdoors. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- The team which won the cup ……….. honored. 
   a) is                                   b) are                       c) has                            d) have 
2- You should depend on none but ……………. . 
   a) you                               b) your                       c) yours                           d) myself 
3- Mohamed has two sisters, ……….. of them are older than him. 
   a) neither                         b) none                      c) both                             d) each 
4- The question ............. answer appealed to me was Ahmed's. 
   a) who                                b) which                            c) to which                                  d) whose 
5- I don't know with …………. about the loan.  
   a) who I should speak      b) whom I should speak    c) who should I speak       d) whom should I speak 
6- He lost the book ……….. him last week.  
   a) which lent                   b) which I lent it    c) who lent                           d) I lent 
7- Dr Aisha used to go with her father to meetings at ……….. she learned to read and write.  
   a) which                           b) where                 c) who                                   d) whom 
8- I met the doctor ……….. car was stolen last week.  
   a) who                              b) whom                 c) whose                                d) which 
9- President Mohamed Morsi visited China ………. he was warmly welcomed. 
   a) where                          b) whose               c) which                               d) who 
10- The dog barked ……….. it saw itself in a mirror. 
   a) which                           b) what                  c) who                                 d) when 
11- She couldn't understand ……….. he said.  
   a) what                             b) why                   c) who                                 d) which 
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12- Sham El-Nesiem is a day …….. marks the beginning of spring. 
   a) on which                       b) which                c) who                                 d) whose 
13- Is that the flat ……….. was advertised in the paper last week ? 
   a) where                          b) on which          c) when                                d) which 
14- Siwa ……….. is an oasis in the Western Desert, is very beautiful. 
   a) which                           b) where                c) who                                  d) when 
15- She looked in the mirror to see ……….. the new dress was like. 
   a) which                           b) who                    c) whose                              d) what 
16- This is the school ……….. I learned French.  
   a) where                          b) which                  c) whose                              d) who 
17- This is the man ……….. helped me carry my luggage. 
   a) whom                          b) which                  c) who                                  d) whose 
18- Name the actor ……….. plays Salah El-Deen. 
   a) which                           b) whose                 c) whom                              d) who 
19- It is said he was a man ……….. to have the sight of an eagle and the courage of a lion. 
   a) who appeared            b) he appeared      c) that appears                   d) and appears 
 

3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :-  

1- The police man was very friendly. He gave me directions.              (who)   
2- Adel made an accident due to driving carelessly.                          (The thing) 

================================================ 
Reported speech 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1-He said he has played football then. 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 

1- Ali said he ………. a licence. 
   a) had                               b) had got                             c) had had                                d) was having  
2- Amr asked if I ........ ready for the exam. 
   a) am                                 b) was                                c) were                                           d) are 
3- At the wedding party yesterday, the pride said ……………. the happiest day of her life. 
   a) today was           b) that day was                   c) yesterday was                          d) that day had 
4- I asked her if ……………. . 
   a) did she like the candy    b)  she liked the candy    c) she likes the candy    d) does she like the candy 
5- Samia asked Hala ……… she was doing anything the next day. 
   a) unless                          b) whether             c) without                    d) except 
6- Monira has just told Amira that they ……… to their friend's wedding tonight. 
   a) would go                     b) have gone         c) were going               d) are going 
7- The teacher asked Ahmed …..…… all the way on foot. 
   a) why he came              b) if did he come c) how would he come    d) if does he come 
8- Ahmed asked me where ……… the day before. 
   a) I had gone                   b) I went                c) had I gone       d) did I go 
9- Mahmoud promised he would not tell anyone what ………..…. . 
   a) had I                             b) I had                  c) have I                         d) I have 
10- Taha's mother asked him where …..…… . 
   a) he had been               b) had he been      c) has he been             d) he has been 
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11- He asked me ……… I had written my report or not. 
   a) whether                      b) weather             c) if                                 d) had 
 
3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :-  
1- Sami asked me if they were doing what the teacher had mentioned.                               (said to) 
2- Mohamed asked his wife if she had cooked him his favourite dish.                                   (said to) 
3- Can I leave now?                                                                                                                                (if) 
4- Saad said "is this book yours?"                                                                                                    (asked) 
 

=================================================== 
Question tag 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- One should be merciful and honest, shouldn't they? 
2- I think Hassan won't win the race, will I? 
3- Yesterday, Tarek had chicken on lunch, didn’t he? 
4- This is alive match, isn't it? 
5- There were few people in the wedding party, weren't they? 
6- She thinks I'm careless, aren't I? 
7- Someone of the girls has forgot her book, haven't they? 
8- Everybody has finished the test, hasn't everybody? 
9- I think she put on more weight, doesn't she? 
10- Nothing new is expected to happen tonight, aren't they? 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- This is yours, ……………..? 
   a) it isn't                          b) isn't it                 c) isn't this                    d) aren't you 
2- Every one of us is aware of the crisis, …………….? 
   a) don't we                      b) aren't we              c) aren't they                d) isn't he 
3- There is hardly any water in the bottle, ……………? 
   a) is there                       b) isn't there               c) is it                             d) isn't it 
4- Everyone in the family has a mobile, ……………….? 
   a) haven't they     b) doesn't he                        c) don't they                             d) hasn't he 
5- Neither of them ………….. at the club yesterday. 
   a) was                        b) were                           c) is                                              d) are 
 

================================================ 
Deduction 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- You shouldn't have done this by force. No one has ever had power over you. 
2- Your time should be well done. 
3- You shouldn't have done this by mistake. I'm sure you did it on purpose. 
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2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- It wasn't necessary for Sara to do that. She ……………. have done it. 
   a) shouldn't                     b) needn't                  c) mustn't                     d) couldn't 
2- It isn't possible Omar did this crime, he …………. have done it. 
   a) mustn't                      b) may not                   c) mightn't                    d) can't 
3- Asmaa answered all the questions correctly. She …………… intelligent. 
   a) must be                       b) must have been                c) can't be                                   d) may be 
4- You ………….. the door. It was open when I got home. 
   a) can lock             b) can't have locked            c) can have locked                     d) can't lock 
5- I couldn't find my wallet, I …….. it at home. 
   a) must leave            b) can't have left            c) may leave                 d) might have left 
6- They left two hours ago, so they …….. arrived by now. It isn't far. 
   a) must                      b) must have                    c) can't have                d) have 
7- It …………. very windy during the night. There are leaves all over the ground. 
   a) must have been   b) must be                       c) can't have been      d) can't be 
 

=============================================== 
Reflexive pronouns 

 
1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- The teacher told Hassan to look ahead of himself and not to talk with his friends. 
2- Footballers should know well there is no me in a team. 
3- Omar and a friend of himself are interested in social work. 
4- Make yourself in home. 
5- The dog shook it's tail because it was happy. 
6- Omar and a friend of himself are interested in social work. 
7- The teacher asked Ali to look ahead of himself and not to talk with his friends. 
8- Don't let anyone use yourself do things against your nature. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- I needn't your help or ………… . 
   a) he                                 b) his                       c) him                            d) himself 
2- You should be careful about making ………….. a good name. 
   a) you                               b) yourself                  c) your                           d) yours 
3- You are to blame yourself not ……….. .  
   a) me                                b) myself                                 c) my                                            d) mine 
4- They did the homework on their ……… . 
   a) own                              b) owns                                  c) owned                                  d) owning 

=================================================== 
Do or Make 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- When Ahmed saw Amir in the police uniform, he thought they would make the plan. 
2- Helmy did things better as he was wise and sensible. 
3- You should know your mistakes and have the intention not to do them later.  
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2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 

1- Your time should be well ……….. . 
   a) done                            b) given                      c) made                         d) sent 
2- Have you ever ………….. time? 
   a) done                            b) given                      c) made                         d) taken 
3- You should ........... savings in case you need money. 
   a) have                             b) make                            c) do                                                  d) take 
4- I usually ................ shopping on the internet.  
   a) do     b) go      c) make      d) take 
 

================================================= 
Countable & Uncountable nouns 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- How many time does the performance last?  
2- Ten minutes are not long for you to wait for the train.  
3- Mr Ahmed is such a kind person that he does a lot of charities. 
4- This scissors don't cut well. I need to sharpen them. 
5- This pair of scissors doesn't cut well, I will sharp it. 
6- Do you think this job will need a lot of experiences? 
7- Four years are a long time to spend away from family and friends. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- A basket of apples and oranges ……….. sent to me last week. 
   a) is                                  b) are                         c) was                               d) were 
2- How ……….. information have you got from the story? 
   a) many                            b) much                     c) lots                               d) different 
3- Five litres of petrol …….… not enough for the trip from Cairo to Alexandria. 
   a) is                                   b) are                         c) were                             d) had 
4- Most furniture ………….. of wood.  
   a) are made                    b) make                     c) is made                         d) makes 
5- Eighty pounds …….….. enough to buy a meal.  
   a) are                               b) were                      c) is                                    d) can 
6- Ali is so poor that he doesn't have ………. money. 
   a) a few                              b) much                                 c) many                                    d) a little 

================================================ 

Prepositions 

 
1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- Who are you angry about?   - Nothing, I'm just a bit tired. 
2- Cars are known to run out petrol. 
3- I got sick about doing nothing. I like being busy doing anything. 
4- Staying up late makes parents worried on their children. 
5- If you want this job apply by writing to the address mentioned in the paper. 
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6- What about exchanging your book with mine? 
7- Primitive people used to depend in getting their food on hunting while new ones depend on farming. 
8- A multi-national company based in upper Egypt asks for employers of both sexs with respectable salary. 
9- People know Sara by her fantastic novels. 
10- Hamid was happy about having chosen for the prize. 
11- My uncle bought me a present in my birthday. 
  

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- Sara has visited many countries abroad …… her own. 
   a) at                                  b) in                            c) by                               d) on 
2- The worries …………… which you suffer are groundless. 
   a) about                           b) for                           c) from                           d) at 
3- Ahmed depends ……… getting his food on farming. 
   a) on                                 b) at                            c) upon                           d) in 
4- Hassan knew nothing ...........  sure concerning the accident. 
   a) for                            b) with                               c) about                                              d) on 
5- They have developed engines which run ……….. natural gas. 
   a) out                       b) away                                 c) into                                             d) on 
6- You should be grateful ………… my services. 
   a) to                       b) for                                      c) with                                        d) by 
7- You should act ………. what your teachers say. 
   a) on                       b) in                                       c) for                                         d) with 
8- Sara took ……… her uncle. She didn't part him at all. 
   a) to                           b) in                                 c) off                                            d) up 
9- My son usually has a trouble ………….. his stomach. 
   a) with                       b) in                                 c) on                                           d) at 
10- Sayed speaks .............. our family on any occasion. 
   a) about        b) on        c) to       d) for 
11- What did you spend your money .....? 
   a) in     b) on      c) for     d) at 
 

3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :- 

1- How much did you pay for this car?                 (buy) 
2- The theft is blamed on him.                                (He)  
3- Amira answered the question well.               (answer) 

================================================== 
General sentences 

1- Find the mistakes and correct them :- 

1- Omar has made few mistakes. You should forgive him for such unimportant mistakes. 
2- Sara's husband is a celebrating. 
3- Do you make for sure Samah  got married to a policeman? 
4- Some people were in the car dropping in the canal due to the driver being careless. 
5- I have a very rare group of poems for Ahmed Shawky.  
6- It's time for The Arabs to recognize their real enemy. 
7- I do think that Egypt will economic recover soon. 
8- When we arrived home, we saw that our lights have been left on.  
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9- How good were you in the driving test ?    - Quite well. 
10- Don't tell anyone about this mission as it needs a lot of secrets. 
11- Adel's every day routine is to read for some time before sleep. 
12- Amr was asked to have an explanation for his strange attitude. 
13- You shouldn't miss this match, it's living. 
14- This medicine has side results although it is a good treatment. 
15- it's high time you are aware of what's going on around you. 
16- I ,unlike my brother, is fond of classical music. 
17- Who owns this bag?  It has no cover on. 
18- Ali was chosen for the reading championship held next week. 
19- How did Flavia realised the difference between the king and Rudolf. 
20- Who do you like the best? Your father or mother? 
21- I need to travel to an English spoken country. 
22- Windows are made of a glass. 
23- When did Ahmed reach from work? 
24- When I told the exam result, I felt very happy. 
25- My uncle spent all his work travelling abroad. 
26- Some people were in the car dropping in the canal due to the driver being careless. 
27- Sloping roof buildings aren't necessary in Egypt. 
28- Ehab, dislike his friend, is interesting in travelling abroad. 
29- I'd tell that the internet is the best inven�on of the 20th century. 
30- Nasser lake, one of the largest man-made lake, is approximately 310 miles in length. 
31- Nuclear power stations produce dangerous waist. 
32- The news could have announced soon.  
33- It's time for us to take a move. 
34- It's hard to imagine live without electricity. 
35- Your line is illegible, you need to work on it. 
36- Omar has done something mistake so he was ashamed. 
37- You shouldn't have done this. It's shy. 
38- I missed the bus consequent I arrived at work late. 
39- At last we found the missed boy hiding in the nearby district. 
40- I'm sorry. I have no strength to help you overcome your problem. 
41- The police found the thief disappearing in a factory by the port. 
42- Are all the machinery in this factory made in Japan? 
43- Did it make you so long to build this fantastic house? 
44- How did people trade with each other before the discovery of money? 
45- Be careful or you will fall the cup and break it. 
46- It's difficult getting a good job without being highly qualified. 
47- Mahfouz is a man of literature. 
48- To which extent are you interested to study law? 
49- Salim is about achieving his dream.  
50- These damaging goods should be replaced or I won't pay for them. 
51- I don't know how to suggest. It's up to you. 
 

2- Choose the correct answer from a , b , c or d :- 
1- ………… your teacher, I advise you to read a lot. 
   a) As                                 b) Such as                  c) Like                             d) Such 
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2- My uncle won a …………… competition for judo. 
   a) wild                              b) tame                      c) pet                             d) domestic 
3- Are you fond of ……………. novels or fictional ones? 
   a) adventurous              b) adventure               c) adventurer               d) adventurousness 
4- Cities are known for their …………. . 
   a) landmarks                 b) landscapes               c) landfills                     d) landfalls 
5- The kids' bedroom …..…….. upstairs on the 2nd floor. 
   a) it is                                b) are                         c) there are                     d) is 
6- Before marriage, the bride and the groom should …………. each other well. 
   a) study                              b) teach                                 c) learn                                     d) appeal  
7- Is this match ………………..? 
   a) living                            b) lively                                    c) alive                                         d) live 
8- Give the beggar a coin and be sure you won't .......... it. 
   a) miss                               b) lose                                  c) waste                                       d) spend 
9- The thief shot the police man, but fortunately, the bullet ....... him. 
   a) missed                          b) lost                                   c) got                                           d) killed 
10- Don't imitate, You should have your own ........... . 
   a) style                              b) form                              c) kind                                             d) aspect 
11- Don't ............ hope. Always be optimistic. 
   a) lose                               b) miss                               c) waste                                          d) break 
12- I tried hard to change his ............ but in vain. 
   a) mind                               b) brain                             c) head                                         d) life 
13- In the rain forests, it rains all the year ............ . 
   a) long                               b) along                             c) round                                          d) around 
14- Can you ........... me how to use this machine? 
   a) learn                               b) know                          c) say                                              d) teach  
15- Hani ......... his money on this used car. It is very old. 
   a) wasted                           b) lost                             c) spent                                           d) made  
16- The opposite of (cover) is (...cover). 
   a) in                               b) un                                   c) dis               d) ab 
17- I like reading novels ............ short stories. 
   a) than                         b) better than                  c) over than                                        d) to 
18- Have you ........... the time?      - It's 3 o'clock. 
   a) got                           b) known                          c) found                                               d) told 
19- Sara was born in ......... 1990. 
   a) late                          b) lately                              c) later                                               d) latest  
20- You should ........... your smoking. 
   a) conquer                   b) miss                              c) lose                                                 d) disappear 
21- Saad ……………. up a new business. 
   a) set                          b) started                       c) made                                      d) took 
22- …………… I'm concerned, citizens should be more cooperative. 
   a) As long as             b) As well as                   c) As far as                                 d) As possible as 
23- What ……….... is your car? 
   a) make                 b) made                                 c) making                                  d) maker 
24- The diamonds are so much …………. that you cannot tell the difference. 
   a) like                     b) look like                            c) alike                                         d) unlike  
25- In the 400-meter freestyle swimming, ……..….. the gold medal surprises us. 
   a) Mona got           b) Mona is getting              c) Mona's getting                        d) Mona gets 
26- Ahmed's good manners .............. him his friends' appreciation. 
   a) win                        b) gain                             c) earn                                        d) make 
27- Hany travels to Alex all the year ………… . 
   a) round                    b) around                       c) long                                         d) along 
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28- Ali is a good merchant, his trade ……………. well quickly. 
   a) did                         b) made                          c) went                                       d) got  
29- Rami could reach his destination at ............. . 
   a) last                           b) late                               c) lately                                               d) the last  
30- Ayman ............... a gardener to look after his garden. 
   a) employed                      b) persuaded                    c) invited                                      d) worked 
31- It's illegal to ........... . 
   a) steal                      b) rob                                  c) be stolen                                       d) have robbed 
32- Do you do ......... sport? 
   a) any                                b) some                             c) many                                           d) a lot 
33- I have hardly ........ information about this topic. 
   a) no                                   b) any                                    c) not                                         d) none 
34- Would you like ………….. sandwich? 
   a) a                                  b) some                                    c) much                                        d) any 
 

3- Re-write the following sentences using the words in brackets :-  

1- Do you have a computer?                                                                                             (got) 
2 - With modern technology. We can improve the industrial production.           (enable)     
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